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What makes me tick?



Before we dive in…

Disclaimer 1: I like to tell stories…
Disclaimer 2: This masterclass is simply a movie quiz…



While some look forward to…



… or this





Dark side
(2017 only)



Failure 1



Failure 2



Failure 3

As a result: 
“Over 20,000 people had been falsely accused, fined, 
and denied benefits.”



vs. 

3 - 0



Bring balance, 
you must!

Test more, 
you should!





“it depends”

“50% of your time”



What is the likely origin of
50% testing time?



The Mythical Man-Month?

Brooks “observed” 
that testing and 
debugging took 50% 
of the time

How? 
“Calendar research”

When
± 40 years ago…







Is 50% testing time still accurate 
in 2017?



AND



Chinese whispers / telephone game



“Truth begins in lies”
-House



Lies begin in truth

“Truth begins in lies”
-House



Folklore/evidence
test approximately 50%

Lack of knowledge
How much time is actually 

spent on testing?

Lack of knowledge
How much time is actually 

spent on testing?



So, what to do?







2443 software engineers (industry + open source)

2.5 years observation period

Java C#

4 IDEs

 161 man years of SW development



Unit 
Testing



Can we ask you some questions?



WatchDog Pre-Test Questionnaire

Can you estimate how much time you spend on 
engineering test code versus production code?

50%   50%
test code             production code

30%   70%
test code             production code



WatchDog Pre-Test Questionnaire

Can you estimate how much time you spend on 
engineering test code versus production code?

49% - 51%
test code                          production code



After measuring

28% - 72%
test code

engineering

Most participants 
overestimate their 
test engineering 
activities

production code
engineering



49% - 51%

28% - 72%
test code

engineering
production code

engineering

test code
engineering

production code
engineering





Projects doing unit testing

Likely, an underestimation…

~50%



No test engineering

For projects with unit test code: 
53% of developer did not execute, read, or 
modify a single test within five months. 



Do sets of unit test executions take…

< 5 seconds ≥ 5 seconds



Swift tests

Execution of set of unit tests takes 0.54 
seconds (median).



Ad hoc test selection

Developers frequently select a specific set of 
tests to run in the IDE. In most cases, 
developers execute one single test.



Tests fail

~60% of test executions in the IDE fail. 



Test execution in the IDE is rare

In 85% of development sessions no tests were 
run…



Test Driven Development

TDD is not widely practiced. Programmers 
who claim to do it, neither follow it strictly nor 
for all their modifications.



EVERBODY 
LIES



Software Analytics?



Software analytics 
= 

bait / intrinsic motivation







From an experienced developer…

“Estimated time working on tests: 20%, 
actual time: 6%. Cool statistics!  ”

Testing analytics helps developers to get a 
better understanding about their own

development behavior



Takeaways



Asking ≠ measuring

Be critical towards “folklore” 
Core might be true, but is it (still) valid, valid in 
your context, etc.

Estimating is difficult, especially for tasks you don’t like

Takeaways



Houston, do we have a problem?





Houston, we have a problem!





Are we getting the complete picture?





Differential diagnosis
- Tests are written, but not run
- Tests are written, but run on Command Line
- Tests are written, but run in Continuous Integration



Differential diagnosis
- Tests are written, but not run
- (Tests are written, but run on Command Line)
- Tests are written, but run in Continuous Integration



• 1,359 Java and Ruby projects

• 2,640,825 builds



Testing in Continuous Integration

In our population of 1,359 Java and Ruby projects



Builds with at least one failing test

From 1,108 projects which executed tests



Testing #1 reason for build to break 

From 1,108 projects which executed tests

Test failure

Other failure



Tests are decisive for overall build

From 1,108 projects which executed tests

98.3% projects
Test fails  Build breaks



Integrating in multiple environments

From 1,108 projects which executed tests

60% projects

Different build result for at least one build in 
multi-environment setup



Differential diagnosis
- Tests are written, but not run
- (Tests are written, but run on Command Line)
- Tests are written, but run in Continuous Integration

- 60% failing tests in the IDE
- <20% failing tests in CI
- Command Line?



Consequence?

• Is there a delay in feedback when not running tests 
in the IDE?



But…







Metrics / 
analytics





Scent of a Woman



What is a “code smell”?

A code smell is a hint that something has gone 
wrong somewhere in your code.
--Kent Beck

A code smell is a surface indication that usually 
corresponds to a deeper problem in the system. 
–Martin Fowler



Long Method Code Smell

You know you’ve got a “winner” when your method 
is >600 lines long and has 64 nested if statements…



Long Method Code Smell

You know you’ve got a “winner” when your method 
is >600 lines long and has 64 nested if statements…

Why? Not even the original developers dare touch 
it…



What about smells?

Most code smell detection strategies use structural 
information: lines of code, number of parameters, 
number of calls, …

Does this match with how a               perceives code 
smells? 



Smells detected using metrics

Smells detected intuitively



Metric-based detection

Intuitive detection

A method is too long if it has > 100 lines of code

A method is too long if it uses too many different 
“words”/concepts



Metric-based detection

Intuitive detection

A method is too long if it has > 100 lines of code

A method is too long if it uses too many different 
“words”/concepts



Intuitively detected smells

• Interviews with developers
• More urgent

• Easier to understand problem

• When looking at development history of 20 projects
• More likely to be refactored



Some thoughts



We want to

• Estimating
• Knowing how we spend time
• “On track” vs. improve



• Intuition goes beyond numbers

• Intuition gives us sense of urgency





49%	- 51%
test	code														 production	code

28%	- 72%
test	code

engineering
production	code
engineering
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